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Editor’s PrefEditor’s PrefEditor’s PrefEditor’s PrefEditor’s Prefaceaceaceaceace

The plan of this book is to provide topical outlines of a
variety of major themes for the guidance of students and
workers engaged in Christian service at home and in all
parts of the world. The study of the Bible topically is one
of the most interesting and perhaps one of the most
fruitful methods. The value of these outlines to the busy
Christian worker and missionary overseas is incalculable.

The outlines provide the basic material for specific
subjects, or for a series of studies under such subjects as
The Gospel, The Holy Spirit, Christian Life and Service -
and a host of other matters. The value of The Topical Bible
Concordance to Christian workers cannot be overstressed,
providing as it does a balanced framework, skilfully
prepared by master builders of the Christian faith.

In many foreign countries, nationals are often without
either a concordance or a Bible containing references, and
here is a compilation of vital subjects that cannot but give
direction and inspiration, and provide sure foundations,
for a healthy and useful Christian upbuilding.

The original manuscript of this volume made its
appearance over one hundred and fifty years ago,
dispensing blessing and giving spiritual direction to
multitudes. This up-to-date issue, slightly revised and
edited to meet present-day requirements, is sent forth with
the prayer that, under God, it may fulfil its mission of
goodwill and sound teaching to the Christians of this
generation.

Daniel Morrison Miller
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When I first started preaching in my youth and
inexperience, I fell back constantly upon two books:
Thompson’s Chain Reference Bible and Miller’s Topical
Concordance. Indeed, there are thousands of sermons to
be found in this Concordance on nearly all gospel themes
imaginable.

There are also some very valuable sections at the end of
many of the Topics by way of example. This helps the
preacher to reach into all parts of the Bible to find practical
examples and applications, even for today. This
Concordance is just as it claims - a concordance and not
a commentary. Yet, it is more than that, for it is a small
book of theology. Under each topic, you will find many
headings and Bible verses arranged in such a way that
they lend themselves easily to become the ‘points’ of a
sermon.

So valuable did Charles Haddon Spurgeon, the greatest
of all Baptist preachers, find this Topical Concordance that
he commended its use to his preachers and students by
including it whole in his re-issue of Matthew’s Henry’s
Commentary on the New Testament. Here it is again in a
modern dress! It is an essential tool for busy preachers.

Rev. Dr. Geoffrey Stonier.
(International Director, Preachers’ Help)

Note that in order to save space, reference is often made
to a single verse, although the matter referred to may be
contained in several connected verses. Therefore, make
reference to the context, which is vitally important.
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